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Clive Garrett is
new SAAGA
chairman
Eastern markets will boost investments
in the South African avocado industry,
according to newly-elected Garrett
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Eastern promise

Consumption aim

That is the view of Clive Garrett, the ZZ2
marketing executive who has been elected
as the new chairman of the avocado
grower association SAAGA.

It seems that members of the trade in the
east are equally keen to see South African

Garrett pointed out that South African
avocados have built up a good reputation
in Europe.

Another challenge, Garrett said, was to
raise consumption levels inside South

avocados entering their countries.
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built up with our receivers in Europe over
decades stands South African avocados in
good stead for the years ahead,” he

South Africa was close to gaining access to
Japan and India in 2020 when Covid
derailed the process.

explained.
“As we return to a semblance of
“The biggest challenge we have in South

"SAAGA will also continue to support our
growers with world class research and
technical developments while at the same
time assisting in developing our emerging
farmers.”

Africa is convincing our authorities to
open more markets,” Garrett confirmed.
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The country is expected to export around
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16m cartons of avocados this year,
compared to the 2020 crop of 15m cartons.
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